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2. Current state of the city gas business in Japan
3. Full liberalization of the city gas market and
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General Information on Japan

General InformationReal
on GDP
Japan
& GDP growth rates

Basic data

GDP growth rate (%)
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LNG imports
(FY 2014)
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Sources: Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, Japan Statistical Yearbook; Cabinet Office, Annual Report on National
Accounts; Ministry of Finance, Trade Statistics of Japan; IEEJ, Energy Economy Handbook
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Primary Energy Supply

Primary
Primary energy
supply :
[million KLOE]

Energy
542.3 Supply
million KLOE

Natural Gas:

131.1 million KLOE

Energy self-sufficiency:

8.6％ (including nuclear)
Renewables
4.3% (biomass 2.1%）
3.2% Hydro
0.4% Nuclear

share of natural gas

24.2% Natural gas

25.1% Coal

42.7% Petroleum
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Sources: Calculated from Agency for Natural Resources (METI), FY 2012 Energy Supply and Demand Report and Energy White Paper
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Final Energy Consumption
○Natural gas (mainly city gas)
FY1990
FY2013
13.9 million KLOE
29.3 million KLOE
4%
8%

エネルギー源別推移
○Final energy consumption
FY1990
FY2013
349 million KLOE
360 million KLOE
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Sources: Calculated from Agency for Natural Resources (METI), FY 2013 Energy Supply and Demand Report
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Strategic Energy Plan
日本のエネルギー政策の基本方針
Japan’s
basic principle for energy policy

3E＋S

Energy Security
Economic Efficiency + Safety
Environment

＝

○International perspective
・Low cost & stable resource procurement
・Safe utilization of nuclear power
・Global warming countermeasures
・Stable energy supply system

・Approach from an International
perspective
・Cooperation among all counties

○Economic growth perspective
Preconditions for boosting the international
competitiveness of domestic industries and
achieving further economic growth

・Reform of the energy sector
・Overcome energy constraints
・Cost reductions

・Low cost & stable energy supply

Fourth Strategic Energy Plan approved by Cabinet resolution on April 11, 2014
Source: Strategic Energy Plan
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Position of Natural Gas in Strategic Energy Plan
Natural Gas
・Important energy source whose role is
expected to expand
○Policy Directions
・Promote cost reduction by diversifying supply

sources & types of contracts
・Sophisticated use of natural gas by diversifying

Coal
・Important base-load power supply with
excellent supply stability and economics
・Reduce environmental load
○Policy Directions
・Development and demonstration IGCC , A-USC
・Demonstration experiments underway for

commercialization of CCS by 2020 and beyond

the utilization
・Steadily drive the natural gas shift

Renewables
Nuclear
・Important base-load power source
・Important diverse and promising
・Reduce dependence to maximum extent domestic low carbon energy sources
possible
○Policy Directions
○Policy Directions
・The first restart of nuclear power plant in this Aug.
・High possibility of other plants will restart as well
Source: Strategic Energy Plan

・Review of feed-in tariff (FIT) program
・Promote in way that valances economic efficiency
© 2015 The Japan Gas Association
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２．長期エネルギー需給見通し

Long-term Energy Supply-demand Outlook （1）
 Positioning of the long-term energy supply-demand outlook (July 16, 2015.)
The outlook sets forth the advisable shape of the future energy supply-demand structure
to be achieved by the execution of proper initiatives, upon the setting of policy objectives
regarding “3E + S” as the basic perspectives of energy policy, based on the Strategic
Energy Plan.
FY2013 (actual)

FY2030
(total generated energy)
About 1,065 billion kWh

Generation loss

Power

Renewable energy
Nuclear energy
Coal
Natural gas
Oil

13%
1%
33%
37%
16%

Renewable energy:
about 22 - 24%

25%

Nuclear power:
about 20 - 22%

City gas
Coal: about 26%

Gasoline & gas oil
Kerosene

75%

Natural gas:
about 27%

Coke etc.

Conversion loss etc.

Cogeneration
subtotal including
Ene-Farm
119 billion kWh
（11.2％）

Oil: about 3%
8
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２．長期エネルギー需給見通し

Long-term Energy Supply-demand Outlook（2）

Perceptions of The Japan Gas Association
1. Cogeneration
 The amount of generated energy from cogeneration including Ene-Farm (119 billion kWh)
indicated as a type of “utilization of diverse energy sources” for the first time.
 Cogeneration is to account for 11.2% of the total generated energy in 2030, more than
double the current amount (51.4 billion kWh *1).
*1 Commercial and industrial use only; excluding the residential sector

2. Natural gas shift
 The outlook clearly states the aim of fuel diversification in various fields, e.g., a shift to
natural gas in industrial fields etc. Together with the spread of gas cogeneration, this is
anticipated to increase the amount of use of natural gas in the industrial sector by a
considerable volume.
 Natural gas use will increase in the industrial and commercial sectors due to factors such
as the input of cogeneration. Of all fossil fuels, whose use is slated to decrease or keep
the current level overall, natural gas is only to have a trend of increase.
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Characteristics of the City Gas Industry in Japan
The business of city gas utilities (general gas suppliers) has spread around cities. Their
combined supply area accounts for just under 6% of the national land.
While the power industry consists of 10 electric power utilities, the city gas industry consists
of 206 large and small utilities developing their business with close ties to the community.
Supply areas of city gas utilities

Number of customers (residential)
Energy

Number of
customers

City Gas

29.73 M customers
(No. meters)

LPG

About 24 million

Electric power

About 61 million

(Reference)
Total number of
households

Number of
suppliers
206
21,052
10

About 56 million

Total extended pipeline length (FY2013)

253,177km＝217,899 + 32,894 + 2,383
Service areas of private city gas utilities
Service areas of public city gas utilities
Source:

Gas business handbook,
The Japan Gas Association

Low
pressure
(less than
0.1 MPa)

MediumHighpressure
pressure
(1 - 0.1 MPa) (over 1 MPa)
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

City Gas Sales Volume and Number of Customers
 In Japan, the residential and commercial divisions accounted for the majority of city gas
sales up to around 1980. Succeeding years, however, saw a gradual increase in sales for
industrial use, which now account for 54% of the total sales volume. The number of
customers, too, has continued to grow at the same rate.
40

40

Sales Volume : 37.1 billion m³(FY2014)
35

35

Customers： 29 million (FY2014)(right axis)

■Breakdown of City gas sales
volume by utilities (FY2014)
Tokyo Gas
38%
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Saibu Gas
15
2%
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0

37.1
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Toho Gas
11%

Osaka Gas
23%
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Source：JGA “Gas business handbook”,

[million]

“Result of city gas sales volume”
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LNG Imports
 Japan’s LNG import occupies about 37% of LNG transactions worldwide. The volume has
increased since 2011 for power generation by thermal power instead of nuclear.
 The sources of Japan’s LNG import are diversifying. Imports from 12 countries for city gas.

LNG import volume

LNG import by gas utilities

Total imports : 87.5 million tons [FY2013]

24.3 million ton (28% of total imports) [FY2013]

[million tons]
90

[million tons]
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Sharp increase due to
nuclear shutdown
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Power Utilities
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Source: JGA, Gas Business Handbook, 2014
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Approaches to the Further Advancement of the City Gas Business
 Continued approaches to the following three tasks, toward the further advancement of the
city gas industry in Japan.

（1）
Expanded use
of natural gas

(2)
Stable supply
and
Enhanced
safety

(3)
Total energy
services

© 2015 The Japan Gas Association
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

Expanded use of natural gas

Gas
Vision
2030”:
Use of
ofNatural
NaturalGas
Gas
“Gas
Vision
2030”:Potential
Potentialfor
forthe
the Wider
Wider Use

 JGA has produced a vision document for the gas industry in the year 2030, and is working
closely with the Japanese government to drive it forward.

Steps to be taken by 2030

2030

2012

【Electric power supply stability】

1. Cogeneration
4.82 GW

Expected benefit

6x

30 GW

15% of annual electricity demand

2. Gas air conditioning (Electricity peak-shaving)
Approx.12.5 GW
equivalent

2x

Approx. 26 GW
equivalent

3. Share in the industrial heat demand
11.5 %

2x

25.0 %

【Energy reduction effects 】
Energy conservation: 8.26 million
kloe/year

4. Residential fuel cell
40,000 units

125x

5.3 million units
*Including LPG fueled

5. Natural gas vehicle (NGV)
40,000 units

12x

0.5 million units

【CO2 reduction】
62 million tons-CO2/year

Source: Japan Gas Association, “Expand Natural Gas Use to 2030.” Revised since October 27, 2011 release
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

Expanded use of natural gas

Smart Energy Network Centered Around Gas Cogeneration System
Diversification of transportation
fuel

Wider adoption of renewable
and unutilized energy
Biomass power
generation

Wind power
generation

Grid power
network
Photovoltaic
systems
(heat and
electricity)
Fuel cells

Gas
cogeneration

Natural gas stations
Hydrogen stations

Fuel cell
vehicles

Natural gas
pipelines

⇒ Development of supply
infrastructure required by “hydrogen
society” in mid to longer term

Wider adoption
of distributed
energy systems

Energy-saving/Low-carbon
energy management

Enhanced energy security

Peak load mitigation,
energy conservation &
carbon reduction

Gas air
conditioning

Securing energy
supply to priority
facilities in case of
disasters
16

Natural gas
vehicles

Gas
cogeneration

Gas
cogeneration

Area-wide heat
sharing via heat
supply network
© 2015 The Japan Gas Association
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

Stable supply and enhanced safety

Stable Supply and Enhanced Safety in the Natural Gas Value Chain

 Promotion of various measures for stable supply and enhanced safety in all sections of the
value chain.

Enhanced
safety

Stable supply

Upstream division
Participation in
upstream interests
Diversification of LNG
producer and contracts
(switch to the FOB basis)
Possession of LNG tankers

Receiving terminals &
regasification plants

Pipeline
network

Regular maintenance &
repair of regasification
facilities

Pipeline extension
and improvement of
supply stability
Improvement of
aging pipelines

Anti-earthquake and -tsunami measures

Customers
Diffusion of safety
gas appliances
Diffusion of
microcomputercontrolled meters
Replacement of
aging buried
house pipes

Emergency training against disaster, and preparation of related manuals
© 2015 The Japan Gas Association
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safety
2 Stable supply and
Diversification
ofenhanced
LNG suppliers
and resources(Unconventional Gas)

１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

Measures for Stable LNG Procurement

Measures
SecureforLow
Cost,gas
Stable
LNG Supplies

Japan’s to
demand
natural
is projected
to expand. To supply gas on a stable basis in a
competitive manner, it is important to diversify procurement patterns and contracts.
Diversification of suppliers
• North America, East Africa
others
Diversification of pricing
• Introduce new formula of U.S.
and European pricing
• Formation of a futures market
and Asia market
Diversification of resources
• Development of methane
hydrate (in Japan’s EEZ)

LNG exports from America
・Freeport (after 2018)
Osaka Gas: 2.32 m tons/year
・Cove Point (after 2017)
Tokyo Gas: 1.4 m tons/year
・Cameron (after 2018)
Tokyo Gas: 0.52 m tons/year
Toho Gas: 0.5 m tons/year

Participate in upstream
projects of conventional gas
and CBM, and LNG import
Secure new supply
sources of supplies
18
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

Stable supply and enhanced safety

Anti-earthquake and -tsunami Measures for
LNG Receiving Terminals and Regasification Plants

 In 2013, the Japan Gas Association formulated guidelines for anti-earthquake and anti–
tsunami and gas utilities are taking action on steps.
Damage from tsunami

Examples of anti-tsunami measures

Anti-tsunami measures
(installation of airtight doors
and elevation of openings)

Elevation of pumps

Other
・Elevation of electrical
facilities
・Reinforcement of pipe
racks
Scour protection measures
Source: "Report on Anti-Disaster Measures for City Gas Supply," prepared by the Anti-Disaster WG, Advisory Committee for Natural Resources and
Energy, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), and the Osaka Gas Co. website
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

２

Stable supply and enhanced safety

LNG Receiving Terminals and Pipeline Network

 City gas utilities work on the expansion of the pipeline network based on the LNG
receiving terminals for expanded use of natural gas and enhanced stable supply.

LNG receiving terminals and pipelines
Expansion of high
pressure pipeline
2003
1,716km

2013
2,383km

40% up in 10 years
Pipeline

Source: JGA.

LNG receiving terminal
In operation
Planned
/under construction
© 2015 The Japan Gas Association
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

Stable supply and enhanced safety

Improvement in the Reliability of Pipeline Networks

 Promotion of measures to increase reliability in both the hard and soft aspects, in order to
form pipeline networks that can withstand even large-scale earthquakes.
Anti-earthquake and -aging
measures for pipelines

Source: The Japan Gas Association,
Environmentally Friendly City Gas 2014

Division of the supply area
into smaller blocks

Education and training

Supply continuation
Supply suspension

Emergency supply by mobile gas generator for
hospitals and welfare facilities etc.

Source: Osaka Gas Co. website

Source: "Report on Anti-Disaster Measures for City Gas Supply," prepared by the Anti-Disaster WG, Advisory Committee for Natural Resources and Energy, METI
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

Stable supply and enhanced safety

Approaches to Enhance Safety at Customer Premises

 Promotion of replacement of aging pipes and various other measures to enhance the
safety of city gas use at customers premises.
Repair of aging buried house pipes
 Risk of gas leakage from aging pipes
® Replacement with PE pipes for excellent
corrosion resistance and durability
Corrosion of
galvanized gas pipe

Diffusion of microcomputer-controlled
meters
 Microcomputer-controlled meters shut off the gas
flow upon automatic detection of following
abnormalities during gas combustion:

Polyethylene pipe

New
Steel pipe sheathed with
polyethylene
Steel pipe sheathed with
rigid polyvinyl chloride

Old

• Earthquakes with M5.0 or more
• Abnormally high gas flow volume
• Abnormally low gas pressure
• Long time combustion thought to
be caused by failure to turn off
appliances
Penetration rate: 99.8%
(as of FY2013)

Source: Gas Safety Office, METI

Enhancing the reliability of gas appliances
 Gas burners with Si sensors
Equipment with functions for
shutting off the gas flow upon
detection of abnormal
increase in temperature or
flame failure
Source: "State of the City Gas Industry in 2014," The Japan Gas Association

 Fan heaters with devices
for shutting off the gas
flow in the event of
toppling

© 2015 The Japan Gas Association
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１．日本の都市ガス事業の現状

Total energy services

Approaches to the Total Energy Services
 The liberalization of the city gas and electric power markets now under way presents the
city gas utilities with the opportunity for evolution into total energy suppliers.
New Services

Energy
service

Expanding gas market
Onsite use

Growth in electricity market

Power supply from
distributed energy
systems through grid
Excess power

HEMS
Fuel cells
BEMS
Life
services

Cogeneration

Power supply

ICT

Community-wide power interchange

Gas supply

Gas supply to power plants
23
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Deregulation in the City Gas Market (retail market liberalization)
The scope of liberalization has been expanded in phases following amendment of the Gas
Business Act in FY1994.
Manufacturing

Supply (consigned transport)

LNG terminals
Regasification
plants

Gas pipelines

Sales

Customers

Gas retailing
Gas retailing
Entry using the consigned
transport system

LNG terminals
Regasification
plants

Gas retail market liberalization
FY1995

FY1999

FY2004

FY2007

Liberalization
by annual
consumption
volume

>2M
m3

>1M
m3

>0. 5M
m3

>0.1M
m3

Liberalized
share

44％

49％

52％

62％

FY1999

FY2004

FY2005

FY2016

FY2020

>2000kW

>500kW

>50kW

Full liberalization
(planned)

26％

40％

Legal
Unbundling
(planned)

Electricity market liberalization
Liberalization by
contracted power
Liberalized share

63％

FY2017

FY2022

Full
Legal
liberalization separation
(planned) (planned)
100％

100％
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Deregulation of City Gas Business (Full Liberalization of Retail Market)
- Objectives and Main Points
Objectives
1) Enhancing the stability of natural gas supply
2) Maximum curtailment of gas price
3) Expansion of options for consumers and business opportunities for suppliers
4) Expansion of natural gas use
Main points at issue
1

Full liberalization of
participation in retail market

Main points of the report by subcommittee on
deregulation of city gas business
• Abolition of regional monopolies and regulated price
• Third-party access to LNG terminals

• Maintenance of regional monopolies and regulated price in the
Promotion of improvement of
pipeline division
2
the gas pipeline network
• Obligation for cooperation with other gas pipeline utilities in studies
of pipeline connection
• Obligation for final guarantee services
• Obligation for gas pipeline network construction, maintenance, and
safety assurance in times of emergency
Consumer protection and
• Obligation for assurance of supply capabilities
3
enhancement of safety
• Regulations for protection of customers (obligation for explanation
of contract conditions etc.)
• Safety inspections of consumption equipment and thorough
instruction in safe use
Increase in the neutrality of • Legal separation based on restrictions on participation in other
4
divisions by gas pipeline utilities
the pipeline division
© 2015 The Japan Gas Association
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Future Approaches by the City Gas Industry in Response to
Deregulation of City Gas Business
 Japan's city gas utilities are entering a phase of historic change over
the next few years, in the forms of full liberalization of the city gas
market and legal separation of gas pipeline companies and gas
retailers.
 Even in this business environment, the existing gas utilities continue to
make all-out efforts to assure stable supply and safety. At the same
time, they are striving to expand the benefit to customers through
approaches to widening the use of natural gas and evolution into total
energy suppliers, while keeping their operation smooth even after the
full liberalization.
 The Japan Gas Association is committed to continued support of the
sound development of the city gas business in Japan.
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Thank you for your attention.
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